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Abstract

INVESTIGATION OF THE ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF THE
MEMRISTOR USING ONE DIMENSIONAL DRIFT MODELS

Swetha Gazabare
Thesis Chair: Ron J. Pieper, Ph. D.
The University of Texas at Tyler
May 2012
The memristor was proposed over 40 years ago by Leon Chua as the missing 4 th twoterminal nonlinear circuit element. Recently HP announced the first fabrication of the
device following memristor circuit rules. HP’s device is a cross-bar resistive hysteretic
switch designed for nonvolatile high density memory applications. In this thesis wellknown one-dimensional drift models, which assume sinusoidal voltage sources, were used
to predict level of frequency sensitivity in hysteresis curves and instantaneous power
curves for memristors. Drift model simulation tests, with ac voltage sources, indicate that
the memristor frequency response scales inversely with an identified time constant
predicted from physical properties and memristor dimensions. Simulations tests also
demonstrate a procedure to obtain maximum in the memristor’s hysteresis loop opening.
The previously established nonlinear and linear drift models for ac sources were reanalyzed
in this thesis to predict current voltage hysteresis with digital type square wave sources.
Simulation results were compared with current voltage hysteresis data reported for HP’s
memristor.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Three fundamental circuit elements, namely, resistor (R), inductor (L), and
capacitor (C) are defined as a relationship between two of the four circuit variables,
voltage (v), current (i), charge (q) and flux () from an electronic-circuit view point. It
can be easily checked there are six possible combinations [1]. Five of these are fairly well
known and they are resistance (relates v and i), inductance (relates  and i), capacitance
(relates q and v) (Figure 1.1a) and the remaining two are Faraday’s law (relates v and )
and current predicted from time derivative of charge (relates i and q).

Figure 1.1: (a) The four fundamental circuit elements and their relation to current, voltage,
charge and flux [3], (b) Electronic symbol for memristor [3].

Hence, in order to complete the symmetry, in 1971 Leon Chua argued the existence of a
fourth circuit element that would define relationship between charge, q and flux, . This
element has become known as a memristor [2]. The term memristance (M), is coined
1

from a contraction of resistor (nonlinear) with memory and has same unit as resistance
[3], ohm. The memristor is symbol shown in Figure 1.1(b). The memristor was identified
by its bow-tie hysteresis current-voltage curve (Figure 1.2).

Figure 1.2: High and low frequency response on memristor i-v curve [3].

1.1 Literature Review
Though scientists did come across such resistive switching hysteresis curves in
the past, they could not explain its behavior [4-6]. The issue of incomplete theoretical
treatment was not considered high profile until 2008 when HP announced that they
designed a crossbar technology memory cell (Figure 1.3) and it was linked to the
memristor [3]. One part of the (TiO2) sandwich is pure titania, an insulator and the
remaining part is oxygen deficient TiO2 (TiO2-x) where x is about 0.05 [7]. The oxygen
deficient region is termed doped because its effect is the same as that of added impurities
that lower the resistance. Expansion and contraction of the region leads to memristor
switching properties [8-10]. Upon applying voltage to a memristor, the current crosses
both the doped and undoped regions and hence total resistance of the device is the sum of
resistances in both regions. There are two processes taking place at the same time. One is
the current conduction due to electrons from the oxygen vacancies. The electrons being
negatively charged will be attracted by the positive electrode and repelled by the negative
electrode. In the second process, the oxygen vacancies being positively charged [11, 12]
will get attracted towards the negative terminal, decreasing the overall resistance. The
2

low resistance state defines a binary state 0 and vice-versa defining binary state 1 [9].
That means the boundary between the doped and undoped regions starts moving. But,
this movement of oxygen vacancies is much slower due to crystal lattice rearrangement
when compared to electron flow [13]. The model proposed in this thesis takes into
account the oxygen vacancies. However, there are other models that account for both
ionic and electronic transport model [14]. Hence, a memristor behaves like a switch with
variable resistance. At zero voltage the vacancies are immobile and the boundary remains
in its new position. Hence, when the voltage is zero, current is also zero, this fact
indicates that the memristor does not store any energy and is a passive device [13].
Recently a flexible memristor was built that used the same TiO2 but with Al as the
electrode. Due to good ductility of Al the switching characteristics of the flexible
resistive RAM [15] are independent of device bending [16]. Device level modeling of
memristors in circuit simulation software can be critical for their use in the design of
large scale integrated systems.

Figure 1.3: HP’s memristor circuit is a hash of perpendicular wires (crossbar-array),
in which the memristors are sandwiched between the crossing points [7].

1.2 Objective
Memristors are projected to prove useful as extremely high density memory via
crossbar technology [7]. Memristors are modeled with sinusoid and square excitations
and provided test simulations of current versus voltage for comparison with HP data for
their memristor. Two models have been used, one being a linear model [17], for which
the boundary conditions were not imposed and the second one being the nonlinear model
3

[18], where the boundary effects were taken into account .The boundary between doped
and undoped regions never reaches either end on the device completely.
Power dissipation analysis can be an important component to properly designed ICs.
Excessive heat dissipation which is not removed by either convection or conduction is
known to negatively impact the reliability of ICs. In our recent work, these results were
used to produce the profiles for instantaneous power dissipation for the above linear and
nonlinear models and compared it with the HP experimental data [3]. These results were
used to produce the profiles for instantaneous power and average power shown later in
the paper [19, 20]. Instantaneous power profile comparisons between both linear and
nonlinear models for higher and lower frequencies with experimental data indicate that
the power profiles are less sensitive to change in frequency though memristor hysteresis
is highly sensitive. Matlab model based simulation tests [21] confirm that the frequency
response scales inversely with an identified time constant based on physical properties
and memristor dimensions [20]. Square wave response was employed to study the
hysteresis response which gave a better shape with the HP experimental data when
compared to the sinusoid response.

1.3 Outline for Thesis
In Chapter 2, the linear and nonlinear models with different window functions for
simulation of memristor i-v curve are discussed in the first and second sections [3, 17, 18,
22, 23, 24, 25]. In Chapter 3, one-dimensional drift models, which assume sinusoidal
voltage sources, were used to predict level of frequency sensitivity in hysteresis curves.
Simulations for width of doped region and memristance with respect to time shows that
memristor behave like a switch. Later to consistently pursue setting up a comparison
between the models proposed and HP data for the instantaneous power a modified
symmetric form was generated from the left hand side data. This was then used to obtain
the right hand side of the curve using symmetry. In Chapter 4, nonlinear and linear drift
models, for ac sources were reanalyzed to predict current voltage hysteresis with digital
type square wave sources. Later in the section the memristor was excited with a square
wave and tested its characteristics. It was observed that the square wave gave a better
4

agreement of the hysteresis curve and the power characteristics of the actual HP curve. It
is demonstrated that memristor frequency response scales inversely with an identified
time constant predicted from physical properties and memristor dimensions. Using a
simulation test case the sensitivity of hysteresis opening to ratio of fully off-resistance to
fully-on resistance is also demonstrated. Also in Chapter 5 the conclusion of the thesis is
given summarizing the contributions of this work and some suggestions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background Models

2.1 Introduction
“Memristor”, a contraction of memory and resistor, is defined as a passive twoterminal element in which flux is a function of the amount of charge that has passed
through the device [3]. As mentioned before, resistive state switching exhibiting
hysteresis characteristics was observed in the past. The memristor model was not
originally used to explain the ionic transport in these devices. In this section, models
adopted and used for simulation of memristor characteristics are defined and compared it
with HPs experimental results. A memristor is characterized by repeated ON/OFF
switching that follows a ‘figure 8’ i-v curve. However, this switching is only possible
after an electroforming step which is an initial process for resistive switching [26, 27,
28]. Usually an external bias from 0 up to -20V (negative forming) or +10V (positive
forming) is applied for the electroforming and the device is formed before reaching the
maximum voltages [28]. Electroforming of an oxide is explained in terms of electroreduction of TiO2 and vacancy creation process due to high electric field and electrical
Joule heating. Oxygen vacancies are created and drift towards the cathode that form
conducting channels in the oxide. At the same time, O2- ions move towards the anode
where they evolve as oxygen gas. This causes physical deformation of the junction. After
forming, the device resistance decreases by several orders of magnitude.
The design used for all simulations assumes device length (D) of 10nm with
doped (oxygen vacancy rich titanium dioxide, TiO2-x) [4, 9] region and undoped (pure
TiO2), Figure 2.1. Both the regions are trapped between the top electrode (TE) and
bottom electrode (TB) made of platinum.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.1: (a) Electroforming [9], (b) Resistive switching in memristor showing
movement of oxygen vacancies [7].

Voltage is applied to the top electrode with the bottom electrode grounded. The region
sizes are w and (D - w) respectively (Figure. 2.2) [29]. Under the influence of applied
voltage, v(t) that is, during the positive sinusoidal voltage applied to the platinum (Pt)
electrode near the doped region, the oxygen vacancies which are positively charged get
repelled by it and move towards the undoped TiO2 hence decreasing the overall resistance
7

of the device. With negative voltage applied to platinum contact at the doped region,
oxygen vacancies drift towards the same contact, in this case the boundary shifts towards
the platinum contact on the doped side, thus increasing the overall resistance [17, 22, 30].

D

w
i (t )

Undoped

Doped



v(t )



Figure 2.2: Memristor with standard defining parameters, showing boundary between
doped and undoped regions [3]

In this manner, the entire device is viewed as two variable resistors in series. The doped
region of width D will have a resistance Ron and undoped region of width D will have a
resistance Roff [3] (Figure 2.2). Therefore, the effective resistance, M (w) of the device is
viewed as (included in Appendix D) [3, 17, 18, 25],

M (w) = Ron x  Roff (1  x)

(2.1)

where, x(t)=w(t)/D. But, when the voltage is turned off, there is no further movement of
the oxygen vacancies, that is, the oxygen vacancies do not drift in the absence of electric
field. This freezes the boundary between both the titanium dioxide regions. This is the
way memristor remembers the voltage last applied to it. The effective resistance of
memristor at time, t=0 is,

R0  M (w0 ) = Ron x0  Roff (1  x0 )
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(2.2)

where, x0  w0 / D is the normalized boundary width at t=0 and w0 is the initial width of
the doped region at t=0. For typical physical design, Roff>>Ron. The difference of
resistance which is defined as,
R   Roff  Ron 

(2.3)

that is used later to represent the IV memristor solution. According to Faraday’s law,

v(t ) = M ( w)  i (t ) =

d
dt

(2.4)

where, v(t) is the applied voltage source that drives the memristor and (t) is the
magnetic flux. For purposes of simple testing of switching performance as sinusoid
applied voltage is taken as,

v(t )  v0  sin(t )

(2.5)

with source frequency  and amplitude v0. The magnetic flux associated with time rate
change of the voltage applied is,
 (t )= v0 1  cos(t )  / 

(2.6)

after taking the initial condition (0)=0
The time rate change in the boundary between the doped and undoped regions
depends on movement of oxygen vacancies that are +2 oxygen vacancies in the doped
region. This movement can then be predicted using +2 oxygen vacancy mobility and
electric field in the doped region according to [13]

dw
 vac ( )   doped
dt
9

(2.7)

The memristive behavior of the device has been studied by the approach of two drift
models, Linear-Drift Model [3, 17] and Nonlinear-Drift Models [17, 18, 22].

2.2 Models
2.2.1 Linear Drift Model
The resistance in the doped region (with reference to equation 2.1) is given by,

Rd  Ron w

(2.8)

D

The application of Kirchhoff’s voltage law to predict voltage across doped region to
obtain electric field leads to,

 doped 

Rd  i
i (t )
 Ron
w
D

(2.9)

Assuming Low-field mobility and to ignore velocity saturation effects, uniform electric
field in doped region leads to the “Linear-Drift Model”, the boundary velocity between
the two regions [3] is obtained by substituting (2.9) into (2.7),

dw vac

 Ron  i (t )
dt
D

(2.10)

where, Ron  i(t ) / D corresponds to the uniform electric field across the doped region as
described earlier. The linear-drift model is valid for 0≤w(t)≤ D and for all values of ‘t’.
Primarily equations (2.1) and (2.10) are used in determining the i-v characteristics of the
device. Upon integrating equation (2.10) with respect to ‘t’,

w(t )=wo 

vac
D

10

Ron q(t )

(2.11)

A measure of time it takes the boundary to move through a distance D is given by:

t0 

D
D
D2


v drift
vac  (v 0 / D) vac  v 0

(2.12)

Accordingly a physical reference frequency is predicted from physical properties and
memristor dimensions as,

0  2 / t 0

(2.13)

The frequency for the applied ac voltage source is then selected by taking,

   fac  0

(2.14)

where,  fac is a dimensionless multiplier. It is seen from (2.11) that the width of doped
region changes linearly with respect to the amount of charge passed through it. Q0 being
an upper bound for charge required to pass through the memristor if the dopant boundary
moves through distance D,

D2
Q0 = imax  to =
vac  Ron

(2.15)

where

imax 

vo
Ron

(2.16)

is recognized as an upper bound for the memristor current from equations (2.5) and (2.1)
From equation (2.4),
v(t )  M ( q) 
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dq
dt

(2.17)

This leads to a first order differential equation with initial boundary conditions, q(0)=0.
By combining equations (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.15) it can be shown

M (q(t ))  R0 

q(t )
R
Q0

(2.18)

As described in Appendix B additional steps will lead to an expression for  (t ) which is
quadratic in q(t) [14, 30]

q (t ) 

Q0 R0
R



2R
 (t ) 
1  1 
2
Q0 R0



(2.19)

Now substituting q(t) into equation (2.11), expression obtained for w(t) is,

w(t ) = w0 

vac
D

Ron

Q0 R0
R



2R

(
t
)
1  1 

Q0 R02



(2.20)

w(t) can be back substituted into M(w) (equation (2.1)). Then equations (2.1) and (2.4)
with Eq (2.15) can be used to obtained the expression for i(t) for the linear drift model of
memristor as,

i(t ) 

v(t )
R0 1  2R (t ) / Q0 R0 2



v(t )
M (q(t ))

(2.21)

From equations (2.1) and (2.11), it follows that memristance when expressed in terms of
q(t) (Eq 2.14) gives,

M (q) = R0 1  2R (t ) / Q0 R0 2
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(2.22)

For R=0,
M (q)  R0  Ron  Roff

(2.23)

which is the expected result.

2.2.2 Nonlinear Drift Model
The main limitation of the linear model discussed above is that it does not take into
consideration a boundary effect that requires, the speed of the boundary between doped
and undoped regions approache zero when it reaches either of the edges, w~0 or w~D [3].
Few attempts have been made to extract this condition from a first principle physical state
equation. Alternatively in order to reflect this limit mathematically, the linear drift model
for memristor (2.10) is multiplied by a window function F(w) that leads to,

dw vac

Ron i(t ) F (w)
dt
D

(2.24)

where, F(w) is any window function that satisfies the boundary conditions

F(0)=F(D)=0

(2.25)

2.2.3 Window Functions
(i) Benderli and Wey window function: Benderli and Wey [22] introduced the window
function,

F ( w(t )) 

w(t )( D  w(t ))
D2

13

(2.26)

0.25

Window Function

0.2

0.15

0.1

0.05

0

0

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
Width of Doped Region (nm)

8

9

10

Figure 2.3: Window Function Proposed by Benderli and Wey [22].

This window function (Figure 2.3) satisfies both the boundary conditions from equation
(2.25).

(ii) Joglekar window function: Joglekar proposed an effective window function (equation
(2.20)).

Fp (x) =1-(2x-1) 2p

(2.27)

Here, Fp(x) is called the Joglekar window function [17], Figure 2.4. This window
function guarantees that there would be no drift at the boundaries satisfying the boundary
conditions, Fp(0) = Fp(1) = 0. Note window properties can be adjusted to ensure the
difference between the linear and nonlinear model disappears in the bulk of memristor as
the boundary reaches midway of the device. The high ‘p’ limit is equivalent to the linear
drift model.
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Joglekar Window Function
1
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x

0.6

0.7

0.8
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1

Figure 2.4: Multiplier Joglekar Window Function for nonlinear model [17].
Fp(x) satisfies the required conditions for any positive integer ‘p’. As the value of p
increases the window functions become flatter near x=1/2 and ultimately with p ~  it
reaches ‘1’ for all x (except at x=0 and x=1). Hence with large values of p, Fp(x) forces
the nonlinear drift model to approximate the linear drift model. This fact is depicted in
the upcoming simulation results.

(iii) Biolek window function: Until now, the window functions discussed suffers from
one major drawback, that is, when memristor boundary reaches the states, w0 and
wD, movement of the boundary ceases which indicates that no external field can
change the state of the device [7]. This problem was tackled by introduction of the
window function that depends on memristor state, w, profile factor p and memristor
current i. Biolek defined this window function as [8],
Fb (x) = 1  (x  u(i))2 p

where,

15

(2.28)

u (i )  1 for i ≥ 0

= 0 for i < 0

(2.29)

1
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(b)
Figure 2.5: Biolek Window Function for nonlinear model [8] with profile parameter
(a) p=2 and (b) p=10.
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In Figure 2.5, the arrows indicate the direction of current. From both the profile factors,
p=2 and p=10, it can be seen that under the influence of positive current (increasing), the
doped region expands and contracts when the polarity is reversed. These window
functions were used to simulate nonlinear characteristics of the memristor. The above
mentioned window functions were employed using the algorithm described in next
section for the Nonlinear Memristor Model.

2.2.4 Time Step Approach
Except for the case when p=1 for the nonlinear model an analytical problem has
not been tractable [17]. Hence, to overcome this problem a numerical alternative method
approach has been made [17, 18, 32]. The pseudo code version for numerical time step
solution employed herein first initializes arrays for index values J=1. The algorithm
adopted for numerical time step [18, 32] is a loop starting with equation (2.23). This is
done for x(J), M(J), w(J), F(J), i(J), q(J) for J=1 time step. Voltage array V(J) is known a
priori for all J. The algorithm first starts with the boundary with the initialized values for
current, i(1) and window function, Fp(1), then the width of the doped region is evaluated
using the step boundary, dw(J) from expression (2.23) and the initialized width of the
doped region w(1). There after the memristance is calculated from pre-evaluated fraction
w(1)/D and finally the current is derived with the aid of memristance, M(1) and voltage,
V(1). The loop ends on (2.29) determining charge and repeats rest of N time-steps starting
with (2.23). A description for the algorithm in pseudo code follows. Based on equation
(2.10), the expression for nonlinear dopant drift can be expressed as,

dw( J ) 

vac
D

Ron i( J  1) Fp (J -1)dt

(2.30)

Based on equation (2.11), instantaneous dopant region width is,
w( J )  w( J  1)  dw( J )
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(2.31)

Based on equation (2.1) the expressions for x(t) and M(w) for nonlinear drift model is
given by,
x( J )  w( J ) / D

(2.32)

and

M ( J )=Ron  x( J )  Roff  (1  x( J ))

(2.33)

Based on equation (2.16), instantaneous current passing through memristor is given by,
i( J )  V ( J ) / M ( J )

(2.34)

Based on equation (2.20), Joglekar window function is,

Fp (J ) = 1  (2x(J )  1) 2 p

(2.35)

From the definition of charge,
q( J )  q( J  1)  i ( J )  dt

(2.36)

And this completes one iteration of the numerical procedure.

2.3 Memristor Properties
In this section a few memristor characteristics from the literature of Chua [1, 2] as well as
other sources [3, 7, 19, 33, 34] are discussed.

2.3.1 Passivity Condition
Leon Chua proposed a theorem stating, a memristor characterized by a differential
charge-controlled  – q curve is passive if, and only if, its incremental memristance M(q)
is non-negative, that is, M(q) ≥ 0 [1, 3, 33]. This implies, based on equation (2.4), that the
instantaneous power dissipated by memristor is also always positive,
18

p(t )  v(t )i(t )  M (q(t ))(i(t ))2  0

(2.37)

Hence from the above equation it is clear that a memristor is a passive element similar to
a resistor.

2.3.2 Frequency Effect on Memristor Hysteresis
From equation (2.6), it follows that flux is inversely proportional to the voltage source
frequency. At high frequencies for example,  = 10 0, the size of the doped region
hardly changes before voltage starts on return sweep. Thus, the memristance remains
intact and hysteretic behavior is limited to lower frequencies as shown in Figure 1.2.

2.3.3 Memory Effect of Memristor
It is noticeable that the incremental memristance (memductance) at any instant ti depends
upon the time integral from t=0 to t=ti of the memristor current (voltage) [3]. Hence, at a
given time ti, while the memristor behaves as an ordinary resistor, its resistance
(conductance) depends on past history of the memristor current (voltage). This justifies
that memristor is a memory device with the aid of a linear time-varying resistor.
Qualitatively, hysteresis of memristor implies that when it is excited by a sinusoid
voltage signal, there are two possible values of current. Now what value a memristor
reads depends on the internal state of the memristor, which in turn depends on its history.
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Chapter 3
Test Cases for IV Hysteresis and Corresponding HP Data

3.1 Test Cases
All the parameter values in Table 3.1 are the experimental values that are in turn
used to predict other parameters listed in Table 3.2 for linear and nonlinear drift models
for memristors.
Table 3.1 parameter values like the device length, D, v0 mobility of oxygen
vacancies, vac are from experimental data [3]. The Ron and Roff resistance values are
chosen accordingly to satisfy the condition r = Roff / Ron ratio is greater than 10 and values
usually between 100-2000 are used [32]. The initial width of the doped region should be
less than or equal to half the total length of the device [3]. The fac in equation (2.11) is a
multiplier that can take either form, fac(high) or fac(low) depending on the high/low
frequency tests on memristor i  v hysteresis curve. Time required for oxygen vacancies
Table 3.1: Input parameters for simulation
Parameter

Description

Value

D

Device Length

10nm

w0

Width of doped region

2nm

vac

Mobility of oxygen vacancies

0.5x10-14 m2s-1V-1

Ron

Resistance of doped region (D)

4

Roff

Resistance of undoped region (D)

800

v0

Input voltage amplitude

1V

fac(high)

High frequency factor

10

fac(low)

Low frequency factor

0.005
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Table 3.2: Predicted parameters for simulation.
Parameter

Description

Value

0

Physical frequency [3]

314.16rad/sec

r

Roff / Ron ratio [32]

200(>10)

t0

Time required for the oxygen vacancies to
move through the device length D[3]

0.02sec

R

Resistance difference

796

Q0

Switching Charge for linear drift[17]

5mC

R0

Effective resistance of the device at t=0

640.8

to drift across the length D of the device is determined using equation (2.9) and its typical
value is  0.1ms [18]. From equations (2.9) and (2.10), the source frequency ( 0) was
predicted from device parameters, D, v0 and vac. For any length D, hysteresis effect is
most salient for R>>R0 [32]. Q0 is charge which will pass through memristor if
boundary moves a distance D with typical value 10-2C [17].

3.2 Data Preparation for HP Plotting
The biggest challenge in plotting memristor i v hysteresis was that very few details
were known about the parameters used in the experiments. In order to compare the
experimental data with linear and nonlinear [30] drift models, first the experimental i v
-3
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Memristor Current (A)

3

HP Experimental Data

2
1
0
-1
-2
-3
-4
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(a)
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Memristor Voltage (V)
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(b)

Figure 3.1: (a) HP Experimental Data [3] (b) Replication of HP data points in Matlab.
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data is plotted. In order to plot the HP data (Figure 3.1(a)), the number of points was
sampled from Figure 3.8 to produce the current and voltage arrays to obtain the plot in
Figure 3.1(b). Raw data for sampled points is provided in Appendix D. Details for the
applied voltage source uses with HP’s physical memristor device were not disseminated
in their report.

3.3 Plots with Linear and Nonlinear Drift Models for Memristor
The applied sinusoidal voltage used in simulations for specific case v0  1V and

fac  0.005 is shown in Figure 3.2. In the following simulations, the Joglekar window
function was implemented with p=10 [11]. i  v hysteresis for linear and nonlinear are
compared with the HP experimental data for fac(low) and fac(high) in Figure 3.3 and Figure
3.4 respectively. This is in agreement with Chua’s prediction of memristor frequency
dependence as seen in Figure 1.2. Figure 3.4 shows nonlinear drift model dependence on
‘p’. It is clear from the plot that the i v hysteresis is more prominent with large profile
factor.
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Figure 3.2: Sinusoidal input signal for linear and nonlinear-drift models ( =1.57rad/sec
and fac=0.005).
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of linear, nonlinear (Joglekar window) and HP experimental
data [3] with sine input of lower source frequency, =1.57rad/sec (fac=0.005).
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of linear, nonlinear (Joglekar window) and HP experimental
data [3] with sine input of higher source frequency, =15.7rad/sec ( fac=10).
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Figure 3.5: Nonlinear drift model with dependence on profile factor ‘p’ (fac=0.005).

As the width of the doped region increases, the effective memristance of the device
decreases and vice versa. From the curve shown in Figure 3.6, it is clear that at t=0, the
width of the doped region is w0=2nm. The memristance value at t=0 is 640.8 and as the
width of doped region increases with respect to time and reaches to a maximum of 8nm,
memristance attains its minimum value.
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Figure 3.6: Width of doped region v/s time for linear and nonlinear drift
model (p=10) and fac=0.005.
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Figure 3.7: Memristance v/s time for linear and nonlinear drift model (p=10) and
fac=0.005.
More nonlinear model hysteresis plots with other window functions were simulated.
Current-voltage hysteresis (Figure 3.8) belongs to Benderli and Wey window function.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of nonlinear and HP experimental data [3] with Benderli and
Wey window function and sine input of lower source frequency, =1.57rad/sec.

This model was simulated with all the parameters originally used with Joglekar window
function except for resistance ratio ‘r’ with Roff = 14000 and Ron = 400. Figure 3.9 is
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simulated using Biolek window function with a small change in few device parameters
such as length of the device was increased to 12nm, resistance of undoped region and
sinusoidal source frequency was reduced to 780(Roff) and 0.004rad/sec respectively.
Biolek window function gave better results with profile factor p=2. Finally a comparison
has been made with nonlinear hysteresis model using all the three window functions with
HP experimental data via Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of nonlinear and HP experimental data [3] with Biolek window
function and sine input of lower source frequency, =1.26rad/sec (fac=0.005 and p=2).
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of nonlinear and HP experimental data [3] with Joglekar with
p=10, Benderli with p=4 and Biolek window function with p=2 (fac=0.005).
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3.4 Power Analysis of Test Cases with HP Experimental Data
HP data was replicated to study the power characteristics. It is observed that in the
original experimental data (see Figure 3.11, Strukov et al [3]) the right hand side (first
quadrant) exhibits voltage fluctuations that are not consistent with an independent
sinusoidal voltage source. The inconsistency is clarified by noting with sinusoidal voltage
there is only one expected maximum in voltage on right hand side. The same artifacts are
not present on the left hand side (fourth quadrant) of the i v curve.
To consistently pursue setting up a comparison between instantaneous power
predicted from drift models and instantaneous power from HP memristor a modified
symmetric form for HP memristor hysteresis was generated from the left hand side of
HP’s data. This was then used to obtain the right hand side of the curve using odd
symmetry [19, 20].
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Figure 3.11: HP data reduced to symmetric form.

Equal time steps for HP data was obtained by sampling HP profile data at voltage
corresponding to equal time spaced sinusoidal voltage source, v0  1.3V . Note that the
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instantaneous power was plotted versus normalized time in which the normalization is
based on one period of the stimulus voltage. Hence the maximum on the time scale is
unity. The normalized time is determined as,

_

t 

t
t

T
2

(3.1)

The instantaneous power was calculated with the same time domain as,

p(t )  v(t )  i (t )  p( J )

(3.2)

where, average power is predicted from

Pavg

Taking T

1

T

T


0

p(t)dt 

t N 1
1 N 1
  p( J ) 
 v(J )  i(J )
T
N J 0
J 0

(3.3)

N t

Pavg 

1
N

N 1

 v( J )  i ( J )

(3.4)

J 0

While plotting the instantaneous power of HP experimental data it was difficult to figure
out the two peaks of the power as seen in Figure 3.12. These two peaks could correspond
to the hysteresis having product of maximum voltage and its corresponding current or
with maximum current with its respective voltage. To answer this question, these coordinates were marked with markers and the product of x and y co-ordinates found and it
can now be inferred that the two peaks (0.3861mW and 0.6139mW) in the HPs
instantaneous power graph corresponds to the points B and C i v hysteresis curve
(Figure 3.11) with maximum current and its respective voltage.
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Figure 3.12: Instantaneous power of HP data.
The predicted instantaneous power for linear, nonlinear and the HP experiment when
simulated gave the curves as shown in Figure 3.13. It was observed that, the average
power dissipation predicted for the linear model is 0.86mW and the nonlinear model is
1.17mW. This is in nominal agreement with the experimental data which produced an
average power dissipation (predicted) of 0.58mW [19, 20].
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Figure 3.13: Instantaneous power dissipation of linear, nonlinear and HP experimental
data [3] with source frequency at  1.57rad /sec .
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Chapter 4
Additional Memristor Tests

First, it includes analytic development for the square wave response of a memristor within
context of the drift models discussed in Chapter 2. Second, the frequency sensitivity of the
i  v hysteresis to changes in oxygen vacancy mobility is demonstrated. Lastly, the existence

of an optimum ratio of Roff/Ron is also demonstrated.

4.1 Square Wave Response (Periodic Signal)
There has been prior investigation with square wave inputs. In one case this was done in
terms of circuit level description involving transient between maximum and minimum
resistance limits [23]. In second case Spice modeling approach has also been used [35]. A
reference square wave is defined by [34],
1
f ( x)  
 1

0 x 

  x  0

Figure 4.1: Square wave representing equation (4.1).
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(4.1)

Fourier series corresponding to Figure 4.1 is given by [34],

f ( x) 

4  sin x sin 3x sin 5 x
 4


 .....  

 1
3
5
 




i 0

sin(2i  1) x
(2i  1)

(4.2)

By substituting x    t in equation (4.2) voltage for the square wave response is obtained
(Figure 4.2) as,

v(t ) 

4v 0



N


i 0

sin(2i  1)t
2i  1

where, N=50, v0=1

(4.3)
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Figure 4.2: Square wave input signal for linear and nonlinear drift models.

From (2.4) integration of voltage is used to predict magnetic flux. Integrating the square
wave will result in a triangular wave. The fundamental triangular obtained by integrating the
square wave is represented by equation (4.4) and shown in Figure 4.3.
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0 x 

x
f ( x)  x  
 x

  x  0

(4.4)

Figure 4.3: Triangular wave representing equation (4.4).

The fourier series corresponding to Figure 4.3 may be written as [34],

f ( x) 


2



4  cos x cos 3x cos 5 x
  4  cos(2i  1) x



....
  
2
  12
32
52
 2  i 0 (2i  1)

(4.5)

However, the actual peak obtained needs to be scaled to unity which, as seen from Figure 4.3
requires a division by  . By substituting x    t and dividing equation (4.5) by  in order
to obtain flux with max amplitude, maximum flux can be identified as per equation (2.4) as,

t

 (t )   (0)   v( )d
0
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(4.6)

After taking  (0) = 0, square wave

max  v 0 T 2  v 0 

(4.7)

which can be combined with (4.5) to yield

1
4
 (t )  max   2
2 




i 0

cos(2i  1)t 

(2i  1) 2


N=50

(4.8)
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Figure 4.4: Rate of change flux in a linear drift model with square wave input.

Equations (4.3) and (4.8) are used as inputs with the same device parameters to simulate
plots for i v hysteresis (Figure 4.5), and average power for both linear and nonlinear drift
models (Figure 4.6) with a Joglekar window function for nonlinear drift model (p=10).
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of linear, nonlinear and HP experimental data with square input
of lower source frequency, =1.57rad/sec.
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Figure 4.6: Instantaneous power dissipation of linear, nonlinear and HP experimental
data [3] with square input of lower source frequency,  1.57rad /sec .
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It can be inferred from Figures 4.5 and 4.6 that the square wave response gave a better match
in terms of memristor hysteresis and instantaneous power dissipation for memristor.

4.2 Impact of Mobility on Hysteresis
Impact of mobility on hysteresis (sinusoidal modulation test) can be explained by a
demonstration that frequency response of hysteresis can be extended to higher frequencies by
increasing the mobility. If Increases in mobility of oxygen vacancies are matched with
identical increases in frequency as described in Table 4.1, then no change in hysteresis for
both linear (Figure 4.7a) and nonlinear (Figure 4.7b) is observed. The corresponding
increases in the physical reference frequency 0 are also noticed [20].
Now in accordance with equations , Q0 , (t) and q(t) also decrease by the same factor,
mobility of vacancy increases. Hence, considering the final expression for i  v from
equation (2.16) the final decrease in (t) and Q0 (t) cancels out the effect of increase in (vac).

Table 4.1: Mobility dependence on 0 and .

vac m s V

0 (rad/sec)

fac

 (rad/sec)

0.5x10-13
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Figure 4.7: Dependence of mobility on (a) linear model, (b) nonlinear model.

4.3 Hysteresis Dependence on Resistance Ratio, Roff/Ron:
Apart from memristor hysteresis dependence with change in frequency and periodic input
signal, it has been noticed that memristor hysteresis is also sensitive to the ratio, Roff/Ron. This
test case is studied by taking only the first quadrant loop of the hysteresis. In order to
demonstrate this point, the maximum current on loop at Imax and current difference for the
same voltage value was recorded as shown in Figure 4.8.

I

Imax
I

0

V

Figure 4.8: Normalization of memristor hysteresis current with same voltage.
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Current values I, Imax were identified and this ratio plotted against the resistance
ratio. For optimization, two dependence curves were plotted with Ron fixed as determined by

r1 (equation 4.9) and changing Roff is the first case. With Roff fixed and changing Ron in the
second case as determined by r2 (equation 4.10). The resistance ratio was served as
independent variable in both the cases as shown in Figure 4.9.

r1 

r2 

Roff ( j )
Ron
Roff

Ron ( j )

with fixed Ron  4

(4.9)

with fixed Roff  800

(4.10)

Table 4.2: Ron and Roff used for plotting Figure 4.9.
Fixed Resistance

Min Resistance

Max Resistance

Resistance range

Case 1

Ron=4

Roff=380

Roff=4000

380-400

Case 2

Roff=800

Ron=0.8

Ron=9

0.8-9

Linear Drift Model

0.9

Roff_fixed
Ron_fixed

0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5

I / Imax 0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

200
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600
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1000

1200

Ratio (Roff/Ron)
Figure 4.9: Optimization dependence of memristor hysteresis with ratio, Roff/Ron.
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Table 4.2 demonstrates the resistance range used to predict r1 and r2 to produce plot 4.9.
From the plot it can be concluded that in both the cases mentioned above, the optimal and
expansion of the memristor hysteresis loop occurs at the same resistance ratio.

4.4 High and Low Frequency Tests on Memristor Instantaneous Power for Linear and
Nonlinear Models:
It has been observed (Fig 4.10) that there is only a slight change in the instantaneous power
profile of both linear and nonlinear models with increase in frequency [20].
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Figure 4.10: Instantaneous power dissipation of linear and nonlinear test cases with source
frequency at (a) 0=1.57rad/sec, (b) 0=15.7rad/sec
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It can be concluded that though change in frequency has a big impact on memristance
characteristics, it hardly affects the instantaneous power profile and average power dissipated
by memristor.

4.5 Observations from Additional Tests
From the above performed tests on memristors it can be inferred that there are few critical
parameters which tend to effect memristor characteristics. Starting with square wave
response, the linear and nonlinear hysteresis and power profile generated by a square wave
shows convincing results for both linear and nonlinear drift models (Figure 4.5 and Figure
4.6) which produced excellent agreement with HP data. It was also observed that an increase
mobility of the oxygen vacancies had no impact on memristor hysteresis loop (Figure 4.7 (a)
and Figure 4.7 (b)) for both linear and nonlinear models, though frequency also increased by
same factor. The simulation tests also demonstrated that the hysteresis loop is maximized for
a certain ratio of Roff/Ron. Hence, it can be concluded that the main factors that effect
memristor characteristic loop is the source frequency that drives the memristor and the ratio
Roff/Ron.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Conclusion
In this thesis well-known one-dimensional drift models, which assume sinusoidal
voltage sources, were used to predict level of frequency sensitivity in hysteresis curves and
instantaneous power curves for memristors. As predicted by Leon Chua the computer tests
indicated that frequency response for the memristor current voltage hysteresis is highly
sensitive to frequency and the memristor current voltage characteristic becomes that of a
resistor in the high frequency limit. The power profiles were not extremely sensitive to
frequency. Drift model simulation tests, with ac voltage sources, indicate that the memristor
frequency response scales inversely with an identified time constant predicted from physical
properties and memristor dimensions. This result clarifies that an increase in the mobility of
the vacancy will lead to an improved frequency response allowing the memristor to be used
at higher frequencies. The ratio of the model parameters, full off-resistance to full onresistance, was systematically changed and a normalized hysteresis loop opening was
recorded. It was found from simulations that the hysteresis opening reached a maximum
when this ratio was approximately 200 which is consistent with typical design on/off
resistance ratios for fabricated memristors. The previously established nonlinear and linear
drift models, for ac sources were reanalyzed in this thesis to predict current voltage hysteresis
with digital type square wave sources. All simulation results were compared with current
voltage hysteresis data reported for HP’s memristor. The drift model analysis for extension
for the memristor hysteresis with digital on/off voltage sources was developed and
corresponding results produced a closer approximation to the HP reported memristor
hysteresis characteristic than the similarly simulated hysteresis shape characteristic with an
ac sinusoidal voltage source.
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5.2 Future Work
Modeling and simulation with metal/semiconductor/metal structure of the device based on
numerical solutions of coupled drift-diffusion equations of holes, electrons and ions would
give improved insight into dynamics of the device [23]. This can be done using Poisson’s
equation and Einstein’s relation for active layerss. Issues deserving closer examination deal
with assumptions related to number of vacancies involved in transport that are inherent in the
memristor community’s linear and nonlinear drift models. There is a concern those
assumptions are not consistent with the electro-forming process as described in the literature
[26, 27, 28, 36]. In Appendix C an argument is provided that assumptions inherent to the
linear drift model preclude the possibility that the number of vacancies is a fixed constant
dictated by the electroforming process.

This work (Army Research Office Contract W911NF-07-2-0059) was supported in part by
the US Department of Defense (DOD) and is gratefully acknowledged.
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Appendices
Appendix A: MATLAB Code

clear all;
omegafac=0.005;%multiplier for low frequency factor
v0=1.0;%unit volts
mu=0.5*10^(-14);%mobility of oxygen vacancies
D=10*10^-9;%length of memristor device
w0=2*10^-9;%initial width of doped region
p=10;%profile factor used in nonlinear window function
Ron=4;%resistance of doped region
Roff=800;%resistance of undoped region
R0=Ron*(w0/D)+Roff*(1-(w0/D));%effective memsistance at t=0
Q0=D^2/(mu*Ron);
r=Roff/Ron;%off to on resistance ratio
delR=Roff-Ron;%resistance difference of undoped and doped regions
N=50;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
t0=D^2/(mu*v0);%Time required for the dopants to move through D
omega_0=2*pi/t0;%original source frequency
omega=omega_0*omegafac;%frequency applied
T=num2str(omega);
T1=strcat('Radian Frequency of Voltage Source =', T ,'rad');
tmax=(2*pi)/omega;
dt=tmax/N;%time step
t=(0:N)*dt;
une=ones(size(t));
v=v0*sin(omega*t);%applied voltage
phi=(v0/omega)*(1-cos(omega*t));%flux
figure(1);
plot(t,v);
title ('Input Sine Voltage');
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Voltage (Volts)');
Sinusoid response for nonlinear drift model with Joglekar window function
%%%%%%setting up other arrays for nonlinear model%%%%%%%%%%%%
M=(0:N);%Memristance
i=(0:N);%current
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w=(0:N);%width of doped region
F=(0:N);%window vector
x=(0:N);%(w/D) vector
%%%initialising first array values%%%%%%%%%%%%
x(1)=w0/D;
M(1)=Ron*x(1)+Roff*(1-x(1));%effective memsistance at t=0
w(1)=w0;
y=x(1);
i(1)=v(1)/M(1);
%%%%%%%Joglekar window function%%%%%%%%%%%
F(1)=1-((2*y)-1)^(2*p);% Fp=une-(2*x-une).^(2*p*une);
Sinusoid response for linear drift model
for J=2:N+1;
dw(J)=(mu*Ron/D)*i(J-1)*F(J-1)*dt;%Speed of the boundary
w(J)=w(J-1)+dw(J);% numerical integration step
x(J)=w(J)/D;
M(J)=Ron*x(J)+Roff*(1-x(J));
i(J)=v(J)/M(J);
F(J)=1-((2*x(J))-1)^(2*p);
end
%end of looop on J%;
figure(2);
[AX,A1,A2] = plotyy(t,v,t,i,'plot');%plotting current and volateg time lag for nonlinear
model
xlabel('Time (sec)');
title('Nonlinear Model Current Lag w.r.t Voltage with Sine Input');
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Input Voltage (Volts)');
set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Output Current (Amp)');
figure(10);
plot(v,i)
% Linear model
% SAME V AS NONLINEAR MODEL
for j=1:N+1
a=(Q0*R0)/delR;
b=(2*delR)/(Q0*(R0^2));
q(j)=a*(1-(1-b*phi(j))^.5);
c(j)=v(j)./(Roff*(1-(mu*Ron/D^2)*q(j)));
end
figure(3);
plot(phi,q);%flux v/s charge plot for linear model
xlabel('Flux (V-m)');
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ylabel('Charge (Coloumb)');
title('Charge v/s Flux in a Linear model');
figure(4);
[AX,B1,B2] = plotyy(t,v,t,c,'plot');%plotting current and voltage time lag for linear
model
xlabel('Time (sec)');
title('Linear Model Current Lag w.r.t Voltage with Sine Input');
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Voltage (Volts)');
set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Current (Amp)');
Periodic response for linear drift model
vol=0;%initialising voltage
phi_1=0;%initialising flux
for mi = 1:2:100
phi_max=vol*pi/omega;
a_1 = 4/(pi*mi);
vol = vol+ a_1*sin(mi*omega*t);%periodic square signal
phi_1=phi_1+(4/(pi^2*mi^2))*cos(mi*omega*t);
phi_new=(1/2)-phi_1;%flux of periodic signal
end
for s=1:N+1
a_2=(Q0*R0)/delR;
b_2=(2*delR)/(Q0*(R0^2));
q_2(s)=a_2*(1-(1-b_2*phi_new(s))^.5);
current(s)=vol(s)./(Roff*(1-(mu*Ron/D^2)*q_2(s)));
end
figure(5);
plot(t,vol);%plot for periodic square signal
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Voltage (Volts)');
title('Periodic Square Wave as Input');
figure(6);
plot(t,phi_new);%plot for periodic square signal
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Flux (V-m)');
title('Flux for Periodic Square Wave as Input');
figure(7);
plot(q_2,phi_new);%flux v/s charge plot for linear periodic
xlabel('Flux (V-m)');
ylabel('Charge (Coloumb)');
title('Flux versus charge for linear periodic');
figure(8);
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[AX,L1,L2] = plotyy(t,vol,t,current,'plot');%plotting current and voltage time lag for
periodic linear model
xlabel('Time (sec)');
title('Linear Model Current Lag w.r.t Voltage with Square Input');
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Voltage (Volts)');
set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Current (Amp)');
%%%%%%%%%%%end of periodic linear input%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Periodic response for nonlinear drift model with Joglekar window function
x_s(1)=w0/D;
M_s(1)=Ron*x(1)+Roff*(1-x(1));
w_s(1)=w0;
y_s=x(1);
% Fp=une-(2*x-une).^(2*p*une);
F_s(1)=1-((2*y_s)-1)^(2*p);
cur(1)=vol(1)/M_s(1);
%loop time%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for J=2:N+1;
dw_s(J)=(mu*Ron/D)*cur(J-1)*F_s(J-1)*dt;
w_s(J)=w(J-1)+dw_s(J);% numerical integration step
x_s(J)=w_s(J)/D;
M_s(J)=Ron*x(J)+Roff*(1-x(J));
cur(J)=vol(J)/M_s(J);
F_s(J)=1-((2*x_s(J))-1)^(2*p);
q_s(J)=phi_new(J)/M_s(J);
end
figure(9);
plot(t,M_s);
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Memristance (Ohm)');
title('Memristance for nonlinear periodic');
figure(10);
plot(q_s,phi_new);%flux v/s charge plot for nonlinear periodic
xlabel('Flux (V-m)');
ylabel('Charge (Coloumb)');
title('Flux versus charge for nonlinear periodic');
figure(11);
plotyy(t,vol,t,cur);%plotting current and voltage time lag for periodic nonlinear model
[AX,NL1,NL2] = plotyy(t,vol,t,current,'plot');
xlabel('Time (sec)');
title('Nonlinear Model Current Lag w.r.t Voltage with Square Input');
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Voltage');
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set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Current');
xlabel ('Memristor Voltage (Volts)');
ylabel ('Memristor Current (Amp)');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%end of periodic nonlinear input%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% power tests %
% Symmetric HP DATA ( modified for power tests)
k2 = [0 0.0816 0.1629 0.2436 0.3233 0.4017 0.4786 0.5535 0.6263 0.6966 0.7641 0.8287
0.8899 0.9477 1.0017 1.0517 1.0976 1.1392 1.1763 1.2087 1.2364 1.2590 1.2770 1.2897
1.2974 1.3000 1.2974 1.2897 1.2770 1.2592 1.2364 1.2087 1.1763 1.1392 1.0976 1.0517
1.0017 0.9477 0.8899 0.8287 0.7641 0.6966 0.6263 0.5535 0.4786 0.4017 0.3233 0.2436
0.1629 0.0816 0 0 -0.0816 -0.1629 -0.2436 -0.3233 -0.4017 -0.4786 -0.5535 -0.6263 0.6966 -0.7641 -0.8287 -0.8899 -0.9477 -1.0017 -1.0517 -1.0976 -1.1392 -1.1763 1.2087 -1.2364 -1.2590 -1.2770 -1.2897 -1.2974 -1.3000 -1.2974 -1.2897 -1.2770 1.2592 -1.2364 -1.2087 -1.1763 -1.1392 -1.0976 -1.0517 -1.0017 -0.9477 -0.8899 0.8287 -0.7641 -0.6966 -0.6263 -0.5535 -0.4786 -0.4017 -0.3233 -0.2436 -0.1629 0.0816 0];
l2= [0 0.0160 0.0320 0.0480 0.0640 0.0800 0.0960 0.1120 0.1280 0.1440 0.1600 0.1760
0.1920 0.2080 0.2240 0.2400 0.2560 0.2720 0.2880 0.3040 0.3200 0.3360 0.3520 0.3680
0.3840 0.4000 0.4167 0.4333 0.4500 0.4667 0.4833 0.5000 0.5167 0.5333 0.5500 0.5667
0.5833 0.6000 2.4000 4.2000 3.8182 3.4364 3.0545 2.6727 2.2909 1.9091 1.5273 1.1455
0.7636 0.3818 0 0 -0.3818 -0.7636 -1.1455 -1.5273 -1.9091 -2.2909 -2.6727 -3.0545 3.4364 -3.8182 -4.2000 -2.4000 -0.6000 -0.5818 -0.5636 -0.5455 -0.5273 -0.5091 0.4909 -0.4727 -0.4545 -0.4364 -0.4182 -0.4000 -0.3846 -0.3692 -0.3538 -0.3385 0.3231 -0.3077 -0.2923 -0.2769 -0.2615 -0.2462 -0.2308 -0.2154 -0.2000 -0.1846 0.1692 -0.1538 -0.1385 -0.1231 -0.1077 -0.0923 -0.0769 -0.0615 -0.0462 -0.0308 0.0154 0];
l2=l2*10^(-3);
HP experimental data
k3=[0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.85 0.8
0.75 0.7 0.65 0.6 0.55 0.5 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.85 0.8 0.75 0.7 0.65 0.6
0.6 0.65 0.7 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.78 0.78 0.76 0.74 0.72 0.68 0.66 0.64 0.64 0.66 0.68 0.70
0.72 0.7 0.68 0.66 0.64 0.65 0.675 0.700 0.725 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.77 0.79
0.82 -0.82 -0.83 -0.84 -0.85 -0.82 -1.02 -1.22 -1.25 -1.25 -1.00 -0.75 -0.50 -0.25
0];%%%%%%experimental data%%%%%%
l3=[0e-3 0.06e-3 0.09e-3 0.12e-3 0.15e-3 0.18e-3 0.21e-3 0.24e-3 0.27e-3 0.30e-3 0.33e3 0.36e-3 0.39e-3 0.42e-3 0.45e-3 0.48e-3 0.51e-3 0.54e-3 0.55e-3 0.56e-3 0.57e-3
0.58e-3 0.59e-3 0.59e-3 0.59e-3 0.59e-3 0.6e-3 0.7e-3 0.8e-3 0.8e-3 0.8e-3 0.8e-3 0.8e-3
0.8e-3 0.8e-3 0.86e-3 0.92e-3 0.98e-3 1.04e-3 1.2e-3 1.2e-3 1.22e-3 1.24e-3 1.26e-3
1.27e-3 1.28e-3 1.3e-3 1.3e-3 1.312e-3 1.334e-3 1.346e-3 1.348e-3 1.370e-3 1.4e-3 1.4e3 1.65e-3 1.90e-3 2.1e-3 2.35e-3 2.43e-3 2.51e-3 2.59e-3 2.6e-3 2.6e-3 2.75e-3 2.9e-3
3.05e-3 3.2e-3 3.2e-3 3.3e-3 3.4e-3 3.5e-3 3.5e-3 3.7e-3 3.9e-3 4.0e-3 -4e-3 -2.3e-3 –
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1.7e-3 -0.6e-3 -0.6e-3 -0.54e-3 -0.48e-3 -0.4e-3 -0.4e-3 -0.32e-3 -0.24e-3 -0.16e-3 0.08e-3 0e-3];
figure(12);
plot(k3,l3, '--',v,c,v,i,vol,current,'black',vol,cur,'green');
legend('HP data points','Linear Model with Sine Input','Noninear Model with Sine
Input','Linear Periodic Model','Nonlinear Periodic Model') ;
xlabel ('Voltage (V)')
ylabel ('Current (A)')
title('Comparison of HP Data with Linear, Nonlinear, Square Wave Linear and Nonlinear
Drift Models');
figure(13)
plot( k2,l2,'-',k3,l3,':')
legend ('Modified Data', 'Original Data');
xlabel ('Voltage (V)');
ylabel ('Current (A)') ;
title('HP data -reduced to symmetric form');
% power for nonlinear
p1NL=i.*v;% same v and t arrays as nonlinear model
tN1=t/tmax;
p2L=c.*v;%calculation of power for linear sinusoidal input
% experimental data arrays k3 voltage, l3 is current
g=ones(size(k2));
gsum=cumsum(g)-g;
gmax=max(gsum);
tN3=gsum/gmax;% [0,1]
p3EXP=k2.*l2;%calculation of power for HP data
p4LS=current.*vol;%calculation of power for linear periodic
p5NLS=cur.*vol;%calculation of power for nonlinear periodic
figure(14)
plot( tN3, p3EXP*10^3, '--', tN1, p4LS*10^3,'-', tN1,
p5NLS*10^3,':',tN1,p1NL*10^3,'*',tN1,p2L*10^3,'.');
title ('Instantaneous power');
xlabel ('Normalized Time');
ylabel ('Instantaneous Power - mW');
legend ('Nonlinear','Linear','HP Experimental Data','Linear with Square Input','Nonlinear
with Square Input') ;
% GO AFTER AVERAGE POWER DISSIPATIONS
P1ones = ones(size(p1NL));
P2ones=ones(size(p2L));
P3ones=ones(size(p3EXP));
P4ones = ones(size(p4LS));
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P5ones = ones(size(p5NLS));
P1NL=sum(p1NL)/sum(P1ones);% average power for sinusoidal nonlinear
P2L=sum(p2L)/sum(P2ones);% average power for sinusoidal linear
P3EXP=sum(p3EXP)/sum(P3ones);% average power for HP data
P4LS=sum(p4LS)/sum(P4ones);% average power for linear square
P5NLS=sum(p5NLS)/sum(P5ones);% average power for nonlinear square
T=num2str( P1NL*10^3);
TpNL=strcat( 'Avg Power (mW) Nonlinear Model = ', T);
T=num2str( P2L*10^3);
TpL=strcat( 'Avg Power (mW) Linear Model = ', T);
T=num2str(P3EXP*10^3);
TpEXP=strcat( 'Avg Power(mW) HP Data = ', T);
T=num2str( P4LS*10^3);
T4LS=strcat( 'avg power (mW) Linear Periodic = ', T);
T=num2str( P5NLS*10^3);
TP5NLS=strcat( 'avg power (mW) Linear Periodic = ', T);
T=num2str( P5NLS*10^3);
u=max(p1NL*10^3);
text( 0.3, 0.75*u, TpNL )
text( 0.3, 0.60*u, TpL )
text( 0.3, 0.5*u, TpEXP )
text( 0.3, 0.4*u, T4LS )
text( 0.3, 0.3*u, TP5NLS )
% HIGHER OMEGA - same algorithm as followd in LOWER OMEGA
omegafac_new=10;
omega_new=omega_0*omegafac_new;
T_ho=num2str( omega_new);
T2=strcat( 'Radian frequency of voltage source =', T ,'rad');
tmax_ho=(2*pi)/omega_new;
dt_ho=tmax_ho/N;
t_ho=(0:N)*tmax_ho/N;
une=ones(size(t_ho));
v_ho=v0*sin(omega_new*t_ho);
x_ho(1)=w0/D;
M_ho(1)=Ron*x_ho(1)+Roff*(1-x_ho(1));
w_ho(1)=w0;
y_ho=x_ho(1);
% Fp=une-(2*x-une).^(2*p*une);
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F_ho(1)=1-((2*y_ho)-1)^(2*p);
i_ho(1)=v_ho(1)/M_ho(1);
%loop time%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for J=2:N+1;
dw_ho(J)=(mu*Ron/D)*i_ho(J-1)*F_ho(J-1)*dt_ho;
w_ho(J)=w_ho(J-1)+dw_ho(J);% numerical integration step
x_ho(J)=w_ho(J)/D;
M_ho(J)=Ron*x_ho(J)+Roff*(1-x_ho(J));
i_ho(J)=v_ho(J)/M_ho(J);
F_ho(J)=1-((2*x_ho(J))-1)^(2*p);
end
% linear model- higher frequency
% SAME V AS NONLINEAR MODEL
phi_ho=(v0/omega_new)*(1-cos(omega_new*t_ho));
for j=1:N+1
a_ho=(Q0*R0)/delR;
b_ho=(2*delR)/(Q0*(R0^2));
q_ho(j)=a*(1-(1-b*phi_ho(j))^.5);
c_ho(j)=v_ho(j)./(Roff*(1-(mu*Ron/D^2)*q_ho(j)));
end
figure(15);
plot(v_ho,c_ho,'-',v_ho,i_ho,'.-', k3,l3, '--');
legend( 'Linear Model','Nonlinear model simulation with p=10 ','HP data points')
xlabel ('Memristor Voltage (V)')
ylabel ('Memristor Current (A)')
u=max(i);
text ( -1, 0.75*u, T2);
% profile curves
% title('Joglekar Window Function');
N2=100;
x2=(0:N2)/N2;
une2=ones(size(x2));
p1=1;
Fp1=une2-(2*x2-une2).^(2*p1*une2);
p2=10;
Fp2=une2-(2*x2-une2).^(2*p2*une2);
figure(16);
plot(x2,Fp1,'.',x2,Fp2,'--');
title('Joglekar Window Function');
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legend ('Profile Parameter p=1','profile parameter p=10' );
xlabel ('x');
ylabel ('Fp(x)');
Benderli and Wey Window Function
clc;clear all;close all;
omegafac=0.005;%multiplier for low frequency factor
v0=1.3;%unit volts
mu=0.5*10^(-14);%mobility of oxygen vacancies
D=10*10^-9;%length of memristor device
w0=2*10^-9; %initial width of doped region
Ron=400;%resistance of doped region
Roff=14000;%resistance of undoped region
N=50;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
t0=D^2/(mu*v0);%Time required for the dopants to move through D
omega_0=2*pi/t0;%original source frequency
omega=omega_0*omegafac;%frequency applied
tmax=(2*pi)/omega;
dt=tmax/N;%time step
t=(0:N)*tmax/N;
une=ones(size(t));
v=v0*sin(omega*t);%applied voltage
%%%%%%setting up other arrays%%%%%%%%%%%%
M=(0:N);%%%%Memristance
i=(0:N);%%%%current
w=(0:N);%%%%width doped
F=(0:N);%%%%profile vector
x=(0:N);%%%%(w/D) vector
%%%initialising first array values%%%%%%%%%%%%
x(1)=0;
M(1)=Ron*x(1)+Roff*(1-x(1));
w(1)=w0;
y=x(1);
F(1)=0;
i(1)=v(1)/M(1);
%loop time%%%%%%%%%%%%%
phi=(v0/omega)*(1-cos(omega*t));
for J=2:N+1;
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dw(J)=(mu*Ron/D)*i(J-1)*F(J-1)*dt;
w(J)=w(J-1)+dw(J);% numerical integration step
x(J)=w(J)/D;
M(J)=Ron*x(J)+Roff*(1-x(J));
i(J)=v(J)/M(J);
F(J)=w(J).*(D-w(J))./D.^2;
end%end of looop on J%;
plot(v,i,'.-');
xlabel('Memristor Voltage (Volts)');
ylabel('Memristor Current (Amp)');
% title('Comparison of HP Data of Nonlinear Model with Biolek Window Function');

Biolek Window Function
clear all;
omegafac=0.004;%multiplier for low frequency factor
v0=1.3;%unit volts
mu=0.5*10^(-14);%mobility of oxygen vacancies
D=12*10^-9;%length of memristor device
w0=2*10^-9; %initial width of doped region
p=2;%profile factor used in nonlinear window function
Ron=4.0;%resistance of doped region
Roff=780;%resistance of undoped region
N=50;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
t0=D^2/(mu*v0);%Time required for the dopants to move through D
omega_0=2*pi/t0;%original source frequency
omega=omega_0*omegafac;%frequency applied
tmax=(2*pi)/omega;
dt=tmax/N;%time step
t=(0:N)*tmax/N;
une=ones(size(t));
v=v0*sin(omega*t);%applied voltage
%%%%%%setting up other arrays%%%%%%%%%%%%
M=(0:N);%%%%Memristance
i=(0:N);%%%%current
w=(0:N);%%%%width doped
F=(0:N);%%%%profile vector
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x=(0:N);%%%%(w/D) vector
%%%initialising first array values%%%%%%%%%%%%
x(1)=0;
M(1)=Ron*x(1)+Roff*(1-x(1));
w(1)=w0;
y=x(1);
F(1)=0;
i(1)=v(1)/M(1);
%loop time%%%%%%%%%%%%%
phi=(v0/omega)*(1-cos(omega*t));
for J=2:N+1;
dw(J)=(mu*Ron/D)*i(J-1)*F(J-1)*dt;
w(J)=w(J-1)+dw(J);% numerical integration step
x(J)=w(J)/D;
M(J)=Ron*x(J)+Roff*(1-x(J));
i(J)=v(J)/M(J);
%Biolek Window function%;
if i(J)>=0
F(J)=1-(x(J)).^(2.*p);
else
F(J)=1-(x(J)-1).^(2.*p);
end
end%end of looop on J%;
plot(v,i,'.-');
xlabel('Memristor Voltage (Volts)');
ylabel('Memristor Current (Amp)');
title('Comparison of HP Data of Nonlinear Model with Biolek Window Function');
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Current Voltage Expression for Memristor

The details for deriving current-voltage expression for memristor are discussed in detail in
this appendix.
From equation (2.13) that defines Q0 and equation (2.8 b) that defines w(t) tends to,

w(q(t ))=wo 

vac
D

Ron q(t )  wo 

D
q(t )
Q0

(B1)

Equation 2.1 can be rewritten after referring to R from Eq (2.3) as,

M ( w)  Roff 

w(t )
( Roff  Ron )
D

(B2)

Substitution of (B1) into (B2) leads to M(q)

M (q (t ))  Ron

wo
 Roff
D

wo  q (t )

R
1 

D  Q0


(B3)

From reference to equation (2.2) for R0 it is noted that the first two terms are equivalent to R0
hence,
M (q(t ))  R0 

q(t )
R
Q0

After inserting (B4) back into equation (2.13) for v(t), we have,
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 dq(t )
q(t )
v(t )   R0 
R  
Q0
dt



(B5)

This is also equivalent to,

d 
q 2 (t )
  R0 q(t ) 
R 
dt 
Q0


(B6)



q 2 (t )
v(t )dt  d  R0 q(t ) 
R 
Q0



(B7)

v(t ) 

Equation (B7) is an ODE and can be solved by separating the variables. Solution for the
above equation is obtained by integrating both sides of the equation from ‘0’ to ‘t’ with
boundary condition q(0)=(t)=0. From equation (2.4), Faraday’s law,
 (t )  R0 q (t ) 

q 2 (t )
R
2Q0

(B8)

Equation (B8) can be rearranged as,

q 2 (t ) 

2Q0 R0
2Q0
q(t ) 
 (t )  0
R
R

(B9)

Above equation is a quadratic in q(t) that gives the following solution in the form,

b  b 2  4ac
as,
2a

(B10)
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as,
Q R 
q (t )   0 o  1 
  R  



 2 R 
1 
 (t ) 
2 

 Q0 R0 


(B11)

and as will be shown the negative multiplier (±) needs to be selected to guarantee positive
memristance. Substitution of (B11) back into (B4) produces selection of (-) factor.

M (q(t )) 

 2R 
 2R 
R0 1  
 (t )   R0 1  
 (t )
2 
2 
 Q0 R0 
 Q0 R0 

(B12)

This yields the quadratic formula solution,

 2R
M (q(t ))  R0 1  
2
 Q0 R0


  (t )


(B13)

which is referred to in the main part of the thesis in equation (2.16) for i(t) and equation for
(2.17) for M(q)
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Comparison of Assumptions Regarding Whether the Number of Vacancies
is Fixed or Variable



First assuming that the number of vacancies is fixed. Assuming Kvac is fixed it can be
expressed as,

Kvac  Qvac q

(C1)

Where Qvac is the total positive charge associated with the vacancies in the doped region.
The resistivity of memristor doped region is defined as,

 d  q  Nvac  vac 

(C2)

where Nvac is density of oxygen vacancies defines as,

N vac 

K vac
A W

(C3)

Hence substituting equation (C3) in equation (C2) for doped region conductivity,

d  q

K vac
vac
A W

(C4)

According to the definition of resistance, the resistance of the doped region of the memristor
is,
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Rd 

d w
A



1



d

w
A

(C5)

Substituting (C4) into (C5) leads to,

Rd 

w2
vac
qK vac

(C6)

Equation (C6) indicates that assuming number of vacancies (Kvac) to be fixed implies
Rd  W 2 which is incompatible with the linear and nonlinear drift rule since,

Rd  Ron w

D

(C7)

Where Rd is the resistance of the doped region and explicit dependence is proportional to
w and not w2 (as in C6).


Second Assuming number of vacancies (Kvac) not fixed but resistivity (d) is fixed:
Again from definition of resistance (equation (5)) of doped region,
Rd 

 dW
A

(C8)

Now the resistance of memristor when it is fully doped is expressed as,
Ron 

vac D
A

(C9)

From equations (7) and (8), Rd and Ron are related as,
 Rd  Ron
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This is indeed consistent with

M (q (t ))=Ron

w(t )
w(t )
 Roff (1 
)
D
D
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Appendix D
HP Experimental Data

Following is the HP experimental for memristor IV hysteresis used in section 3.2.
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0.0012
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0.0004

0.5
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0.0007
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0.6
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V
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V
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